FOREIGN VISITING PROFESSOR IN BRAZIL (PVB)

Deadline: march 16th 2020
https://propg.ufsc.br/cin/print/editais-print/edital-dse-n-72020propg-print-capesufsc/

01 scholarship (from 7 to 15 days) within the scope of the PRINT-CAPES / UFSC Program, subproject “Integrated internationalization of production of knowledge and human resources training in the marine / coastal biodiversity areas - bases for sustainability”, to start activities between July 1 and September 20, 2020.

- Candidate profile: foreign professor with relevant production, able to expand interactions and research networks with Brazil, giving courses, training, lectures or seminars, preferably on the subject/theme in question.
- Candidates should preferably come from countries and institutions already registered in the subproject (Annex XVIII and / or in the list at https://propg.ufsc.br/cin/print/instituicoes-estrangeiras-vinculada-print/), and they must also be registered as foreign members in the CAPES system. Eventual inclusions are also allowed according to instructions in the “Edital”.
- PVB responsibilities: get the visa to enter Brazil and carry out the planned activities. The candidates are also encouraged to register on the CAPES scholarship system using the button "Create your CAPES account", at: https://sadmin.capes.gov.br/sadmin/#/cadastroUsuarioEstrangeiro;
- Host-professor responsibilities: to register, perform and advise PVB on all necessary measures in Brazil.
- Candidates with work plans of less adherence to the theme of the subproject should also apply! The remaining scholarships will only be filled by candidates classified according to the terms of this “Edital”.
- Registrations via e-mail: ppgecologia@contato.ufsc.br

Documents for application:
- Application form (Anexo XXX);
- Passport and proof of link to home institution (visa, if necessary);
- Work plan (in Portuguese or English, with up to 10 pages, detailing the activities to be developed and expected results). In the case of a different area, candidates should indicate relevance for science internationalization;
- Letter of final acceptance from UFSC, also attesting to the candidate's linguistic sufficiency.